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ABSTRACT 
There are several perennial issues (;oncerning reliability estimation in Operational 
Testing and Evaluation (OT&E), Two of these indude, "how should one model the 
underlying failure distribution of a continuous-time system," ann, "how can a testing 
agency use infonnation from DT in order to n:du(;e OT resource requirements." 
In the fonner issue, some OT &E analysts have questioned whether or not the 
exponential failure distribution should be used in all t:ases for continuous-time system~, 
and have suggested the WeibulJ distribution as an alternative in some instances. In the 
latter, the notion of combining DT and OT data has been an anathema to those involved in 
OT&E, however, with ever-tightening military budget", it may be time to revisit the issue. 
First, this thesis compares the exponential and Weibull failure distributions in tenns of 
the amount of test time needed to demonstrate, to a given level of confiden(;e, that the true 
MTTF of a system is at least as large as the minimum acceptable value, and also in tenns 
of the actual confidence level associated with the lower wnfidence level procedure when 
the system has an increasing (or decreasing) failure rate function. Sewnd, the thesis 
examines the behavior of an estimator for the relationship between DT and OT failure data 
using a MOllte Carlo simulation. Finally, the thesis introdu(;es a hierarchical Bayes 
approa(;h for the estimation of the relationship between DT and OT failure data when a 
ganuna prior distribution is assumed. 
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THESIS DISCLAIMER 
The reader is cautioned that computer programs developed in this research may nO! 
have been exercised for all cases of interest. While efron has been made, within the time 
available, to ensure that the programs are free of computatiunal and logic errurs, they 
cannot be considered validated. Any application of these programs without additiunal 
verification is at the risk of the user. 
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EXECUfIVE SUMMARY 
'[bere are several pen:nnial issues concerning reliability estimation in Operational 
Testing and Evaluation (OT&E). One of these is, "how should one model the underlyi.ng 
failure distribution of a continuous-time system," and another is, "how can a testing 
agency usc infonnation from Developmental Testing (DT) in order to reduce Operational 
Testing (OT) resource requirements." 
I"he purpose of this thesis is to (1) investigate the behavior of a statistical procedure 
used to determine the length of time needed to test a continuously operating system when 
the system under test is assumro to have an exponential time to failure distribution, but 
when in fact the system does not have an exponential time to failure distribution and rather 
may have a time to failure distribution that marc closely resembles a Weibull distribution; 
(2) to examine the behavior of a maximum likelihood estimator for the relationship 
between DT and OT failure rates using a Monte Carlo simulation: and (3) to introduce a 
hierarchical Bayes method for estimation of the relationship between the DT and OT 
failure rates. In the fIrst part of the thesis, the parameters of the procedure are chosen 
based on the assumption of an exponential time to failure distribution. The behavior of the 
procedure is then investigated under the assumption that the time between failures are 
indepeTldent, having a Weibull distribution with the same mean time to failure. TIle 
intention is to tesl whether or not use of the Weibull distribution will result in fewer teSt 
hours to verify that a system under test has a mean time to failure which meets or exceeds 
a minimum a(;ceptahle value at a given level of confidence, and also to test whether or not 
the OT As are misstating the confidence they report in their operdtional testing results 
when the exponential distribution is used to modd a system whose true failure rate 
function is that of a Weibull distribution. In the second part of the thesis, a maximum 
likelihood ~slimator is e:o;am.ined in terms of the consistency and variability of the aT 
failure rate deriv~d using that estimator compared to other methods of establishing the aT 
fai lure rate. Finally. in the third pan of the thesis, a hierarchical Bayes model is proposed 
for thc ultimate purpose of being able to describe the mcan and variance associated witb a 
random relatiunship between OT and aT failure rates. 
TIle comparison of the exponential and Weibull failure models suggests that 
operational testing agencies can, under certain circumstances, reduce the amount of time 
needed tu demonstrate that the mean n'me to failure (MTrF) of a continuously operating 
system is at least as large as the minimum acceprable value (MAV) if the system's true 
underlying failure disoibution is Weibull with shape parameter p * 1. However, the sbape 
parameter is ~ldom . if ever, knuwn or even estimable without expending valuable test 
resources, so it is unlikely that an operational testing agency (OTA) could actually save 
any time or resources with this methodology. Moreover, from the perspective of 
confidence levels, the analysis suggests that confidence in one's result is not sacrificed 
when the exponential disoibution is used to model a system which has a non-constant 
failure rate, since it appears that use of the exponential distribution on a truly Weibull 
system seems to cause the aT A to overestimate the number of hours needed to test the 
MA V for the MlTF to a given confidence level, and aha to underestimate the confidence 
it reports in its results under the incorrect assumption of an exponential distribution. The 
thesis also points aU!, however, that these results may not Ix: true in general. Therefore, it 
is concluded thaI there is currently little to be gained by attempting to model the time 
betwetl! system failures with the Weibull distribution as previously suggested, particularly 
it' very few observations of Lime to failure are available, 
The second analysis indicates that the maximum likelihood method for estimating a 
system's aT failure rate given that system's OT fai lure rate as well as failure data on 
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previous similar system.\ produces a reasonable estimate of the actual OT failure rate 
(when the OT failure rate behaves as expected). In fact, the estimate provided by the 
ma~imum likelihood method appears to be nearly as good as direct obseTVation of the OT 
failure rate obtained through actual testing. Thus, if it can be: shown that inferences about 
the failure rate of a system can in fact be: made on the basis of previous similar systems, 
lhen the maximum likelihoocl methocl of predicting a new system's OT failure rate from 
previous DT failure data has some potential utility. In particular, this OT failure rate 
prediction could be used in ways which would aid decisions as to when to begin OT a., 
well as to augment follow-on OT in an effort to reduce needed testing resources. 
The third analysis is incomplete. It was hoped that the hierarchical Bayes methocl 
given would provide a means by which to estima~ the relationship between the DT and 
OT failure rates when the relationship is assumed to be a random variable with some prior 
distribution. Regretfully. the equations derived for the maximum likelihood estimators for 
the parameters of the gamma prior have proved to be difficult to solve satisfactorily. U a 
sohl!ion to these equations were available, it could be used to predict future failure rates 
by means of a Bayesian calculation. Investigation of such a procedure is left for a later 
viii 
I. INTRODUCTION 
TIlere are several perennial issues concerning reliability estimation in Operational Test 
and Evaluation (OT&E). In continuous systen1S, sU(.:h as radios, radars and other items 
that operate continuously while in use, one perennial issue is "how should one model the 
underlying failure distribution of the system?" Another is "what can be done to reduce the 
amount of testing resoun.:es needed during OT &E?" 
Historically, OT&E organizations, .~uch as Commander, Operational Test and 
Evaluation Force (COlF), have used the exponential distribution to model the behavior of 
the reliability of a continuous-time type system. The assumption of an eXponential time to 
failure distribution results in a required test period of three times a given minimum 
acceptable lIalue (MA V) for the 80 percent lower confidence limit for the mean time to 
failure (MTrF). As long as fewer than two failures occur during this time, then CDTF 
will report 80 percent confidence that the true r..11TF of the system is at least as large as 
the MAV (COTE para. 204.a.(3), 1992). COTF analyst~ have questioned whether or not 
the exponential distribution is the best underlying failure model to use, and have 
considere<.l investigating alternative distributions (Madson, 1993). One possible 
alternative in question is the Weibull distribution, which contains the exponential 
distribution as a special case. The main difference between the two underlying failure 
distributions is thai the exponential distribution has a constant failure rate function 
throughout the lifetime of the system, and the Weibull distribution has a changing failure 
rale function (either increasing. consL1nt or decreasing) during the lifetime of the .~ystem 
The idea is that the Weibull distribution might provide a "better fitting" model for certain 
systems which might then reduce the amount of test time needed to demonstrate, to a 
given confidence level, that the true MITF of a system is at least as large as the MA V. 
A third perennial issue is that of combining Developmental Testing (DT) failure data 
and Operational Testing (OT) failure data in a way that would reduce the overall amount 
of resources needed to establish the reliability of a system. For example, Gaver and 
Jacobs (1994 , p, 1) describe the following problem setting' 
A test and evaluation analyst has in his possession historical (time-between-failure 
or equivalent) data for both the ... DT ... and, .. OT."phases of a number of projects that 
are roughly comparable: they are all 0/1 systems, perhaps. It is believed that there 
may be a usefully exploitable relationship between the DT and OT data, If this 
relationship could be quantified then perhaps it could be used to augment DT data 
for a new project of the same type. thereby obtaining some anticipation of the OT 
data for that new project... 
Gaver and Jacobs (1994. p. 5) go on to devise an estimator for the relationship 
betv.'een the DT data and OT data and describe its application thusly: 
The ultimate application of the above (relationship) is to (a) anticipate failure 
patterns during Operational Testing. given data on failures .during Developmental 
Testing; this might aid in the decision as to when to begin OT; and (b) to 
strengthen, and reduce uncertainty of, the post-DT estimates oL.(sysrem 
reJiability) ... by incorporating the DT data. 
Of course, in the pn:ceding e"ample, it is assumed that the relationship between the 
DT and OT failure rates is constant across all "similar" system~. It is far more likely that 
the relationship follows some probability distribution. Thus, a hierarchical approach for 
the description of this relationship may be appropriate. One such approach is outlined in 
the last part of this thesis. 
The notion of combining DT and OT data has historically been an anathema to those 
involved in OT&E. The primary reason for this is that the Operational Testing Agencies 
(OTAs) have, rightly so, desired to be completely independent of the Developmental 
Agencies (DAs). However, with the tight budgets facing all military organizations of late. 
it may be time to fe-visit the idea of using previous DT data to supplement OT data in an 
effon to reduce th~ amount of testing resoun;es needed to establish a system's reliability in 
OT&£. 
The flrst goal of this thesis is to compare, through a sensitivity analysis, the 
exponential and Weibull failure distributions in terms of the amount of test time needed to 
demonstrate, to a given level of confidence, that the true MlTF of a system is at \east as 
largc as the MAV, and to find thc actual confidence level associated with the lower 
(;Qnfidence limit procedure when the system has an increasing (or decreasing) failure rate 
function. The fomJer tests whether or not use of the Weibull distribution will result in 
fewer test hours to establish reliability with a given confidence level. The latter tests 
whether or not the OTA is overstating (or understating) the confidence it reports in its 
re.~ults when the exponential distribution is assumed but the system's true failure rate 
follows a Wei bull distribution. 
The second goal of this thesis is to cxaminc the behavior of the estimator for the 
relationship bctwecn DT and aT data devi.'ied by Gavcr and Jacobs (1994) using a Monte 
Carlo simulation. The l>ehavior to be examined includes the consistency and variability of 
the aT failure rate derived using this estimator compared to thosc of other methods of 
establishing the aT failore rate, including direct observation of the aT data and a 
weighted average betv.'een direct observation and the Gaver-Jacobs estimate of the aT 
failure rate. 
The third goal of this thesis is to introduce a hierarchical Bayesian approach for the 
estimation of the relationship bctween DT and OT data using a gamma prior distribution. 
Note that the methods used for borrowing DT information to assist in predicting OT 
information, or actual later field expericnce, ean also be used in other situations. For 
example. suppose an upgrade of an existi.ng system is to l>e evaluated. Then actual data 
from the existing system may be scaled to the new system in a maimer analogous to that 
already described for DT-to-OT scaling. Note also that the general procedure described 
can be adapted to other operational parameters. An example might be an effectiveness 
parameter such as projel:tilc dispersion around an aim point, technically speaking, a 
variance parameter. Under current conditions of declining resources such an approach 
could be of considerable value in enh.ancing the accuracy of many types of test data. 
n. COMPARISON OF EXPONENTiAL AND WEIBULL DISTRmUfIONS 
A. EXPONENTIAL MODEL 
One of the simplest and most popular ways to model the distribution of the random 
time to failure of a t:ontinuous time system is with the exponential distribution. Among 
the reasons for the popularity of the exponential distribution are its simplicity, ease of use, 
and the memoryless property which says that the probability of failure within the next t 
time units is independent of the frequency of any previous failures. 
Let T '" random timt: to failure of a system, 
t = length of time system is in operation, 
"(=failure rate. 
The time to failure, T, of a system follows an exponential failure distribution if the 
probability density function (PDF) is 
f(t) = )t:--'f' , t~O 
and if its t:Uffiulative distribution function (CDF) is 
F(t ) =l - e-T',t~O 
=0 , t<O 
(2.1 ) 
(2.2) 
If the times between system failures are independent and have the exponential 
distribution specified above, then the system's mean time to failure (MTfF) is 
and its failure rate function is 
rvrrrr "" E[T] "" ! 
y 
h(t)=~ = y. 
l - F(t) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
TIlis distribution is used by the analysts and Operational Test Directors (OIDs) at 
COTF primarily to determine the length of time needed to test a given continuous time 
system In order to demonstrate that the true M1TF of the system is greater than or equal 
to lhe ' 'tA V for the MTIF with approximately known confidence. The basic assumption 
associated with the exponential distribution is that the system under scrutiny exhibits 
steady state perfonnance; that is, the time between failures are independent and have a 
common exponential distribution. ill other words, it is asswned that the failure rate 
function. htt). is constant over time: there is no "reliability growth," or degradation. 
COTFs usual policy is to conduct sequential tests. That is, they will test one system 
for a pre-detennined length of time. Ifit fails before the time on test expires then they will 
repair the system and continue the test. If the repaired system fails before the remaining 
time on test then the system fails the test, else it passes. ill other words, if there are zero 
or one failures during the time on test, then the system passes (COTF, para. 602.a, 1992). 
Let 0: '" confidence level, 
e '" MAY for Ihe MTIF, 
T 2 = time to 2nd failure, 
N(t) = number offailures to occur in [0, t]. 
The time, t, needed for 100(0:) percent confidence, with no more than one failure 
allowed during testing, required to demonstrate that the system meets the MAV for the 
MTTF, e, is detennined as folLows: 
1-0: ~ P(T2 > t) '" P(N(t) :51) 
,(<'I,-W~, , 
l-a>L-"-)-, -0' .• 1+(<.),-1,1 . 
, -<l 1. e 
(2.5) 
Standard procedure at COTF is to set the confidence level at SO percent and to allow 
for a maximum of one failure to OC(;ur during the operational test. Solution of equation 
(2.5) with a = O.SO gives a time to test, t = 36.1 In other words, COTF will plan to test a 
continuous time system for a period of time which is three times greater than the MA V for 
the MTI'P, and if the system has fewer than two failures in this time, then the system 
passes the test at the SO percent confidence level. Note that other combinations of test 
times and ac(;eptable numbers of failures can yield the same confidence, but the above has 
been chosen as a practical compromise. 
For example, if the MAV for the MTlt'" is tWO hours, COTF will test the system for 
3000 hours and allow at most one failure to occur. If the system passes this test. COTF 
will report that it is SO percent confident that the system's nue MTlt'" meets or exceeds 
theMAV. 
Implicit in the preceding model, however, is the notion that if the expected value of 
the time between failures for one system is greater than or equal to the expected value of 
the time between failures for a second system, then the probability of having J or fewer 
failures in a renewal process observtXl for a fi'led time for the first system is at least as 
large as that for the second system given the same fixed time. 
Let X = time to lst failure of system 1. X - exp(1\). 
y = time to 1 st failure of system 2, Y - exp(12)' 11 '5 12 
Proposition 1: If E[XJ?: ErYJ then P(Nx(t) '51)?: P(Ny(t) '51) ';f t. 
Proof: 11 '5 '6 E[XJ = Ityl ?: ElY] = 11'12 
1 An inleresting. and simpler. alternative method for dett:nnining t exists. involving the chi-square 
di~uibUlion. See Appendix A for details of tile allemative method 
Let Nx(t) == the number of renewals that uccur in a renewal 
process having inter-arrival distribution Fx(t), 
Ny(t) = the number of renewals that occur in a renewal 
process having inter-arrival distribution Fy(t). 
then Fx (t) 2: 'F'y(t) :::) Nx(t) $". Ny(t) 'V t 2: 0 (Ross, p.25?, 1983), 
which means that P(Nx(t) $ 1) 2:: P(Ny(t) $1). Q.E.D. 
Note that Proposition I may not be true for all eligible distributions. However, the 
fact that it is true for the exponential distribution enables one to use the COTF procedure. 
B. ON CONFIDENCE LEVELS 
One might ask at this point how COTF defines "level of confidence." As used in 
equation (2.5), the confidence level is actually the "producer's risk." When COTF desires 
to lest a system's Mn'F with 80 percent confidence, this means they are willing to a~sume 
a 20 percent (or smaller) risk of incorrectly recommending a system for production based 
on the results of their test. 
Let Nx(t) and Ny(t) denote, respectively, the number of renewals to occur in two 
renewal processes having distribution Fx(t) and Fy(t). Ross (p. 257, 1983) shuws that if 
Fx(t)2: Fv(t) then P(Nx(t) S 1) 2: P(Ny(t) $1). Sincc Fx(t) 2: Fy(t) implies that E[X] 2: 
E[Yl. the result shows that under this additional assumption, if the true MTrF of the 
system is less than the MA V, e, and the desired level of confidence is 0:, then Ross's result 
implies that P(N(t) $ 1) < 1 - 0: and P(N(t) > 1) > 0:. 
In other words, if COTF conducted the same test many times on a system with 
exponential times between failures, and if the true MTrF were actually less than the 
MAY. e, then the observed time for the second failure to occur, T 1, would fall below 38 
more than 80 percent of the time (in which case CUfF would correctly reject the system). 
Consequently, less than 20 percent of the time the observed time for the secund failure to 
occur. T2• would lie allove 38 (in which ca.~e they would incorrectly accept the system). 
SymbolicalJy, COTF desires: 
reaccept the system I true MTTF < MA V):s .20. 
'!1lere is an interesting implication to this requirement. In order to have any 
appreciable chance of passing a test set up according to COTF standards, the DA must 
build its system such that its true MTfF is much greater than thc MAY (Keller, 1993). If 
the system'.~ MTfF is equal to the :MAY, then it has only a 20 percent chance of passing 
the test. 
Note carefuJly: thc above does ruu say that if the te.~t leads to acceptance, i.e. , that 
fewer than two failures arc observed in three time.~ the MAV, then the probability is 80 
percent that the true MTfF is greater than the MAY. TIris statement is specifically not 
allowed in the present framework. 
c. WEmULL MODEL 
An alternative, and more general. way to modd the probability of failure of a 
continuous system is with the WeibulJ distribution. The Weibull distribution is useful 
when the system under scrutiny displays either an incrca.~ing or decreasing failure rate over 
time. An example of a system with an increa~ing failure rate function would be one that 
"'wears out'" over time. A system that exhibits "wear out" would tend to have a higher 
failure rate in old age than an identical system which is younger. An example of a system 
with a decreasing failure rate function would be one that "wears in" over time. Certain 
electronic devices may exhibit "wear in"' tendencies, at kast initially. 
Let T '" random time to failure of a system, 
t ~ length of time system is in operation, 
A'" scale parameter (characteristic life), 
P "" shape parameter. 
TIle time to failure, T, of a system follows a Weibllll failure distribution if the 
probability density function (PDF) is 
and if its cumulative distribution function (CDF) is 




If the times between system failures are independent and have the WeibuU distribution 
specified above. then the mean time to failure (MTfF) of the sy~tem is 
and it<; failure rale function is 
MITFoE[T]0 ~il [lA (2.8) 
(2.9) 
This distribution has been considered as a replacement for the exponential distribution 
with the hope that it might more precisely model many of the systems under test by COTF. 
In this model, A is analogous to the exponential failure rate, 1- The shape parameter, p, 
dete£wine:> whether the system's failure fate is inereasing, det-Teasing, or constant over 
When p is less than one, the failure rate function is decreasing, when P is greater 
10 
than one. the failure rate function is increasing. and when ~ is equal to one, the failure rate 
fu nctiun is constant Note that when ~ is equal to one. the Weibull distribution is the 
exponential distribution. 
There is a useful relationship between the exponential MTTF, 6 = 1ty, and the 
Wei bull parameters A. and ~ (when the exponential and Weibull MITFs are equal): 
(2. 10) 
lois relationship will be useful when comparing the perfonnam;e of the two distributions. 
Let a =. confidence level, 
'1'2 = time to 2nd failure, 
N(t) = number of failllJ'es to oceur in LO. tl. 
Joe time, t, needed for lOO(a) percent confidence, with no more than one failure 
allowed during testing. required to demonstrate that the system meets the MA V for the 
MTfF, 6, may be determined, using an adaptation of the test for the exponential 
distribution, equation (2.5), to the Weibull distribution as follows: 
I - a 2: P(TJ > t )= P( N (t ):<> 1) = P(N(t)= O)+P(N(t) = I) 
P(N(t ) =O)=e-(J..t )' 
P(N Ct) = 1) = [1\ (t - x)fT, ( x)dx == (R~ ! x jl--le~[( J..t ~)",t~()",J"ldx 
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(2.11 ) 
Solution of equation (2.11), with 0., ~, and A specified gives the appropriate time to 
test, t. Note, however, that there is no closed form solution for t in this inequality, It 
must be: solved by numerically integrating for a number of t-values, 
Implicit in the preceding model, again, is the notion that if the expected value of the 
timc between failures for one system is greater than or equal to the e:>tpected value of the 
time between failures for a second system, then the probability of having J or fewer 
failures in a renewal process observed for a fixed time for the first system is at least as 
large as that for the second system given the same fixed time, 
Let X", time to lst failure of system 1, X - Weibull(~, AI)' 
y '" time to 1 st failure of system 2, Y - Weibull( ~,~), 1.1 ,:<; A..;. , ~ 2: O. 
Proposition 2: If ElXj2: ElY] then P(N:>t(t)::::; 1) 2:P(Ny(t)::::; 1) 'V t. 
Let Nx(t) '" the nWllber of renewals that occur in a renewal 
process having inter arrival distribution Fx(t), 
Ny(t) '" the number of renewals that occur in a renewal 
process having inter arrival distribution Fy(t). 
then Fx(t)2:Fy(t) =:) Nx(t) ~Ny(t) V t2:0 (Ross, p.257, 1983) 
which means that P(Nx(t)::::; 1) 2: P(Ny(t)::::; 1). Q.ED. 
D. TEST TIME NEEDED TO DEMONSTRATE A THRESHOLD 
Suppose COTF is testing a new radar system whose MA V for MTrF is 1000 hours. 
Suppose further, for the time being, that the radar system's true M1TF is in fact 1()(X> 
hours, i.e., 'I '" 0.001. Using the assumption of a constant failure rate function, and the 
thumb rule of 80 percent confidence with no more than one failure, COTF would then test 
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the system for 3000 hours and allow at mO.~t one failure to occur. If the system passes this 
test. COTF will report that, with 80 percent confidence, the radar system MlTF meets or 
exceeds the MAY. 
Now suppose COTF wishes to model this systt:m's behavior with a Wcibull 
distribution. Several choices for the shape parameter, ~, are available. Asswne that, 
depending on the platform on which the radar system will be deployed, the shape 
parameter may vary anywhere between 0.5 and 3.0. The relationship derived in equation 
(2.10) can now be used 10 match the MlTF of the exponential distribution, Ity, to the 
MlTF of a Wei bull distribution given various shape parameters, ~,as seen in Table I. 
TABLE I 
RELATIONSHIP OF EXPONENTIAL FAILURE RATE, ,,(, TO WEffiULL SCALE 
PARAMETER, A, TO MATCH MlTPs FOR DlFFERENT WEffiULL SHAPE 
PARAMETERS, ~ 
E/!;ponential 

















Now it is possible to use equation (2.11) to derive the appropriate test times for the 
preceding values of p as shown in Table 2, again assuming a confidence level of 80 
percent, and allowing for at most one failure to occw.2 




TESTTlMES ASSOCIATED WITH VARIOUS WEIBULL 
SHAPE P ARAMETERS, ~ 
~ A t (hrs) 
0.5 0.002 2950 
I 0.001 3000 
2 0.000886 2613 
3 0.000893 2435 
'This analysis suggesL~ that, everything else being equal, the assumption of an 
exponential failure distribution (~ : I) generates the longest test time to demonstrate that 
the system meet.~ or exceeds the MA V for MTTF at an 80 percent confidence kvel. In 
other words, if it is reasonable to assume that the system under test follows a Wcibull time 
to failure distribution, and if the OT A can identify a reasonable ~ value for the system 
(where ~ 'I' I), then by modding the system with a Wcibull failure di~tribution the OT A 
may he: able to reduce the required number of hours needed to demonstrate that the 
system meets or exceeds the MA V for MTIF fOf a Weibull distribution with the same 
shape parameter while maintaining the same level of confidence in its result. 
E. USE OF EXPONEl'i"TIAL MODEL ON A WEIHULL PROBLEM 
Now suppose COTF u~es its traditional rule for determining time needed to test the 
radar system. Earlier it was shown that for an exponential failure distribution with a MA V 
for MTIF of 1000 hours, it was oecessary to test the radar system for 3000 hours. 
allowing for at most one failure, to obtain 80 percent confidence that the true MTIF met 
or exceeded the MAV. Suppose it is later discovered that the true underlying failure 
distribution was actually WeibulJ with shape parameter ~ "#- l. What can then be said 
about the actual level of confidence achieved from the test? Is it still 80 percclll? 
One way to explore this is to hold the test time constant at 3000 hours, and detennine 
the probability of passing the test ( 1 - u ) and also the levd of confidence ( u ) achieved 
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when the underlying failure distribution is Wcibull. This t:3n be accomplished using 
equation (2 .11 ) by fixing the time to test, \, at 3(X)() hours, specifying ~ and A, and then 
solving for a. Rcsult.\ arc shown in Table 3.3 
This analysis seems 10 suggest that no confidence is lost by assuming an exponential 
failure disnibution when the true underlying failure distribution is WeibuU with parameter 
~ > I. lbis makes intuitive sense, As was suggested back in Table 2, for any ~ > 1, the 
required lest time is reduced, thus if the system is tested longer than necessary to achieve 
80 percent confidence, as occurs in Table 3 when 13 > 1, then it naturally foUows that the 
actual confidence level in the result of the test should increase. 
TABLE 3 
ACTUAL CONFlDENCE LEVELS ACHIEVED AS A FUNC'TION OF 
THE SHAPE PARAMETER, p, WHEN EXPONEl\'TlAL 
DISTRIBUTION IS USED TO MODEL A WEIBULL (l3).) PROBLEM 
~ A t (hrs) P(pass test) Conf.level 
0-0:) la) 
0.5 0.002 3000 0. 196 0.804 
I 0.00] 3000 0.200 0.800 
2 0.000886 3000 0.097 0.903 
3 I 0.000893 3000 0.028 0.972 
Unfortunately, the results of this analysis may not hold under all circumstances. The 
reason for this is because Propositions 1 and 2 no longer apply. In othcr wonts, the fact 
that ErXl;:::: E[Y ] no longer implies that P(Nx(t) $ 1) 2: P(N~. (t) $ 1). 
Le t X '" time to 1st fai lure of system 1, X - exponential("y), 
Y == time to 1 st failure of systcm 2, Y - Wcibull( ~, ).). 
3R",s\l t~, obt.a.ined by wlvlng equaliun (2.11) using MathC.1d 3.1, varying (J until lht: inequality was met. 
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Assume: E[X]:o ~?: E[Y] "" r(x;) 
y p, 
Unfortunately ~:5 r(,Ii) does not imply that 
y p, 
Therefore, P(Nx(t):51) ?: P(Ny (t ):5I ) cannot be shown using the proof given for 
Propositions I and 2. 
Thus, the reader is cautioned not to generalize the result obtained in the previous 
analysis. It is unclear how the renewal process with exponentially distributed inter arrival 
times compares to the renewal process with Weibull distributed inter arrival times when 
their mean arrival times are equated. 
F'. CONCLUSIONS 
The preceding analyses suggest that the OT A can in faci reduce the amount of time 
needed to test a system for mean time to failure if the system under lest follows a Wcibull 
failure distribution with shape parameter p > 1, and if this shape parameter is known or 
can be estimated. Unfortunately, the shape parameter 13 is seldom, if ever, known, and it is 
also difficult to estimate without prior testing, which tends to make moot the notion of 
using the Weibull failure distribution to reduce needed test resources.4 So, from this 
perspective, one can conclude that there is probably little utility in the OTA attempting to 
model system reliability using the WeibuU disoibution as previously suggested. 
Moreover, from the perspective of conftdence levels, it remains unclear how the use 
of the test based on the exponential distribution, when applied to a Wei bull problem, 
4The Gaver-Jacubs method for "borrowing information" from previous similar systems may be useful in 
\his regard. Derails uflhe Gaver-Jacobs method is given in the next section. 
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affeCL~ the actual confidence levels a(.;hieved. Analysis suggests that, for purposes of 
making inferences about the mean time to failure. it might be perfectly safe for the OT A \0 
use the exponential failure distribution to modd a system that would perhaps moTe 
appropriately be modeled using the Weibull distribution. since, as suggested in Tables 2 
and 3, modeling a system which has a Weibull failure rate function with the exponential 
distribution seems to cause the OTA to overestimate the number of hours to test, which in 
tum seems to provide more confidence in the result of the test. It will be desirable to 
investigate conditions under which this conservatism propeny is generally true. 
Finally, it should tit: remembered that OTAs such as CUfF tend to perform testing at 
the system level in which there an: numerous (;ornpeting failure modes. It is well-
established in the literature (e.g .. NAVORDSYSCOM, p. 3-25, 1971) that as the number 
of competing failure modes increases, the OL"CUlTence of anyone failure tends to occur at a 
constant rate. regardless of the individual underlying failure distributions. So, despite the 
warning concerning modeling a Weibull system with an exponential time between failure 
distribution. for purposes o f making inferences about the mean time to failure, with larger 
syStems it is not necessarily inappropriate to assume an exponential failure distribution 
with a constant failure rate function . 
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lll. ON COMBINING DT AND aT FAILURE DATA 
A. BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
11 has recently been postulated thaI there may be a useful relationship between 
Developmental Testing (DT) and Operational Testing (OT) time-between-failllIe data for 
many systems. In fact it has been noted aneulotally by some researchers that the OT 
fail ure rate lends to be roughly four times the DT failure rate for a given system.5 Gaver 
and Jacobs (1994) note that if this relationship could be quantified, then it could be used 
to anticipate the OT failllIc rate of a new, similar system based on the DT failure rate from 
that system. 
1. Example Problem Setting 
An OT &E analyst has in his possession historical time-between-failure data for 
both the DT and OT phases of ten projccts that arc similar, e.g., radar systcms. The 
analyst believes a relationship exist" between the DT and OT failure rates such that 
(3.1) 
where Ao(i) represents the OT failure rate of system if Ad(i) represents the DT 
failure rate of system i, and K represents a constant of proportionality6 and where the 
timcs bct\vccn failures are independent, having an exponential distribution with means 
l/Ao(i) and l/Ad (i), respectively. The analyst flrrther belicves that if he can determine the 
5lntcrview he tween D. P. Gaver, Professor of Operations Reseru-ch, Naval Postgraduate School, and the 
author. March 1994 
tYrhe author recognizes Illat Illis "constan.t" of proponionality is actually a random variable with a 
distrihution of its own. Refer to section E of this chapter for a Bayesian method of estimation of K 
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vaim: of K, then he can use this value on an 11th similar sy.~tcm to anticipate (he OT 
fallure fate of System 11 given System 11 '5 DT failure data. 
n. THE GA VER-.1ACOBS MODEL 
Suppose Td(i;j) is a random variable representing the time between the (i-1)S! and the 
jlh time to failure in DT of system i where failures occur according to a Poisson Process 
sm.:h that 
13.2) 
Suppose further that a similar relationship holds for T o(i;j), the random variable 
representing the time between the 0 - 1)$1 and the jth time to failure in OT of system i 
13.3) 
Then Nd(to(i)) is the number of failures to occur during DT for a test of length ~(i) 
fixed in advance, and has a Poisson distribution. i.e.: 
(3.4) 
An equivalent distribution holds for OT. 
Asswne that for each system i, there are flct(i) DT failures in a test of length !dO), and 
!loCi) OT failures in a test of length to(i). Gaver and Jacobs (p. 3, 1994) have dtvised a 
maximum likelihood e.~timator for the (;Onstanl of proportionality K as follows: 
The likelihood fun(;t:ioll is 
(35) 
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whrn: I drnotrs the total number of similar systems. Now assume A.o(i) = KA/i); then, 
up to irrelevant constants, the likelihood of K and the development parameters is 
(3.6) 
wherr llo == L no(i), the total number of OT failures across all systems. Focusing Oil the 
parameter K above, take the namrallogarithms of both sides of equation (3.6) to get 
, 
f(K,A<l(i);data)=no In K- ~Ad(i)(td(i)+Kto(i») (3.7) 
then differentiate with respect to K to get 
(3.8) 
then finally set equation (3.8) equal to zero and solve for K to get the maximum likelihooo 
estimator 
(3.9) 
where A<lto == ~Ad(i)to(i), and loCi) is the length of time over which system i is subjected 
to test in ~T. Unfortunately Ad (i) is unknown, but may be estimated as follows: 
(3.10) 
The properties of this estimator for K are as yet unknown and will be investigated 
shonly Meanwhile, noti(;e that. assuming :R is well-behaved, the analyst now has a 
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rnechanism for relating past DT failure data on a system to future OT failure data un the 
same system given historical DT ruld OT failure data from similar systems. Specifically 
},.o(i) = Kid( i)· (3.11) 
C. ANALYSIS OF THE GA VER·JACOBS MODEL 
TIle test of the perfurmance of the estimator, K, and the follow-on estimate },.o(i), 
was conducted using a Monte Carlo simulation. The idea was to simulate ten "similar" 
systems (Systems 1 through 10) whose actual OT failure rates were four times their acmal 
OT failure rates. Each system was tested for a length of time, t, such that the m~ 
number of failures in (0, t], J.I. was equal to 4.0 for each system'? Associated with each 
system was a random number seed which was used with a Poisson random number 
generator. written by the author in Turbo Pascal 6.0, the code for which is included in 
Appendix B. A summary of the initial data is given in Table 4. 
1. Estimation of K. 
Next, 1000 separate observations of the number of OT failures and DT failures 
observed over the appropriate test time for each system were generated using the random 
seed indicated in Table 4. Then, k was derived using equations (3.9) and (3,10) for each 
uf the IOO() repetitions yieJding 1000 separate observations of k. Appropriate .~tatistics 
were gathered. on K. Table :5 summarizes these statistics and Figure I shows a histogram 
of the observations of k. 
7n!i, number was chosen arbitrarily. but was kcpt constant to simulate consistent chuice of test duration. 
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TABLE 4 
INITlAL DATA ON TEN "SIMILAR" SYSTEMS IN WHICH 
AC'TUALK 40 AND ACfUAL POISSONFATLURE RATE At 40 - = 
System Actual DT DTtest DT ActuatOr OTtest OT 




.,'" rate (hours) 
1 0.0002 20,000 10 0.0008 5.000 
2 0.0004 10,000 20 0.0016 2,500 
3 0.0006 6,666.67 30 0.0024 J ,666.67 
4 O.OOOS 5,000 40 0.0032 1,250 
5 0.001 4,000 50 0.004 1,000 
6 0.002 2,000 6(\ 0.008 500 
7 0.004 1.000 70 0.016 250 
8 0.006 666.67 80 0.024 166.67 
9 0.008 500 90 0.032 125 
10 0.01 400 100 0.04 100 
TABLE 5 
SUMMARY STATISTICS ON 1000 
OBSERVA nONS OF K 
Std Error of the Mean 
Median 
SId Dev of the simulated values of K 






























Figure 1 - Histogram of 1000 observations of estimate of K. 
2. Estimation of the OT failure rate. 
While information about the sampling distribution of k is interesting, the real 
focus of Illis study is on how well the analyst can predict the OT failure rate. Three 
methods for estimating the OT failure rate are being considered in this study: 
1. Predi(;tion using the relationship ~o (i) = K~,, ( i); 
2. Direct observation of the OT failure rate from OT data; and 
3. Weighted average of the two previous methods. 
In each of the three methods, the following are calculated: 
I. The estimate for the OT failure ratc; 
2. The variance of the estimate, derived appropriately from each method; 
3. The standard errOl (square root of the variance) of the estimate; and 
4. The mean ·squared error, which is the sum of the square of the average of the biases 
and the average of tile variances over all replications. 
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Figure 2. below. describes one replication of the OT failure rate estimation 
simulation model. 
Figure 2· One replication or the OT failure rate estimation simulation model. 
a. Prediction using the estimawr for K. 
The analyst's prediction of the future OT failure rate for an 11th system, 
using the estimator for K. would be 
'Ihe associated variance would be computed as follows: 
Var[i, (ll)] '" Var[Kid(ll)] 
= EI (Ki" (l J) - EI KIE[~, (11)] )21 
= E[K2 1 .. (l1)2. 2K1d Cll)E[K1E[1.(l 1)1 + E[K]2E[1d (lI) 12] 
= ECk 2JE[1d(l1)21 - E[KJ2EL1d Cll)J2] 
(3.12) 
'" (VarlKJ + ELK12 )(Var[1d (1 1)1 + E[1dCll)]2) - ElK]2E[~d (ll)12. 
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simplifying gives' 
Varl~ " (l l)) == Var [ K)Var[~, (ll)] + Var[ K )E[~d (l1)J2) + Var[i , (lI) JEIK]2 . (3.13) 
Expressions are needed for Var[l{ ] and Var[ ~rl (1) J. An approximation to 
Var[K] can be derived through maximum likelihood estimation using observed Fisher 
information as follows (Cox and Hinkley, p.297, 1974): 
(3.14) 




Var [ ~d (II) 1 call be derivt:d as follows by noting that ~d (i) is simply a Poisson random 
variable, Nd(i). multiplied by a constant, ~ : 
1,,(1) 
var[~"(i ) ] =var[N,~i) l o-( '.)2 Var[N,(i)] 
td(l) t<l(I) 
0_. -'-)l A"(i)td ( i) ,,, ~(n 0) 
It,(i ) lo(i») 
(3.17) 
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The standard error of ~d (11) is then simply the square root ofVar[~d (11)] . 
An example prediction can now be perfonned. Suppose, using data from the 
first simulation run, equation (3.9) gives K = 4.293 and equation (3.10) gives i d(ll) = 
0.0003. Then 
~o (ll) := Kid (11) == (4.293)(0.0003) == 0.00129. 
Note that per the original assumption, K := 4.0, so we would expect a system whose DT 
failure rate is 0.0003 to have an OT failure rate of 0.0012. So, at first glance this appears 
to be a relatively good estimate of the true situation. 
follows: 
firuilly 
The variance and standard error of i. (11) is solved using equation (3.13) as 
Var[i.(11)] := Var[Ki d (11)] == (OA188)(1.5xlO-8) + (1.5xlO-8)(4.293)2 
+ (OA188)(O.0003)2 := 32 x 10-8. 
And the standard error of i . (ll) is .J32 x l04 == 5.66 x 10-4, Table 6 summarizes the 
results of this prediction. 
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TABLE 6 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF PREDIcnON Of OT FAILURE RATE 
ON SYSTEM 11 USING ESTIMATE OF K BASED ON FLRST REPLICATION 
Aerual Failure Rate 1.. 0 (11) 0.0012 
Estimated Failure Rate ~ (11) 0.00129 
Varianeel~ (11) J 32 x 10-8 
Standard Error[:i. (II) J 5.66 x 10-4 
~ (11) + I Standard Error (0.00{)7, 0.(019) 
~ (11) ± 2 Standard Errors ( 0.0002, 0.0024 ) 
b. Direct observation from OT failure data. 
Of course, the analyst could, if he desired. come up with a value for ~o (11) 
by observing the empirical OT failure rate as usual. In this simation, the analyst would 
note the number of failures which occur. noOI), during the time on test, to(11), and 
derive the OT failure rate as follows: 
~; (ll)==~:g ll; . (3.18) 
For example, .~uppose that System 11 is operationally tested for a period of 
5.000 hours and experiences 6 failures during that time. Then the OT failure rate 
observed through operational testing would be 
~;(11 ) == 5~ =0.()()12. 
Using !he same reasoning as in equation (3.17), the variance of the observed 
value is calculated as 
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Yarl\'(l 1)]:;0 Yar[No(1 1)]= [_1_)2 Var(N (11)) 
o tJIl) to(tI) " 
=[_1_)\ (1I)t (11)><>[_I_)2n o(11) 
~(ll) • 0 t.(11) 
=: (50~)2 = 24 X 10-8 . 
And the standard error of t:(ll) is .J24xlO-' == 4.9 x ]0-4, Table 7 summarizes the 
results of these calculations. 
TABLE 7 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF DIRECf OBSERVATION OF OT FAILURE RATE 
ON SYSTEM 11 FROM OTFAILURE DATA 
Actual Failure Rate A.CII) 0.0012 
Estimated Failure Ratei: (11) 0.0012 
Variancel~:(11)l 24 x 10-8 
Standard Errorr~:(ll)] 4.9 x 10-4 
i: (11) ± 1 Standard Error ( 0.0007, 0.00 17 ) 
i:(ll) ± 2 Standard Errors ( 0.0002, 0.0022 ) 
Unfonunately, this method would not save the analyst any time since he 
would have to run the entire operational test procedure to derive a meaningful number. 
Moreover, he would not be taking advantage of the available DT failure data. 
c. Weighted average of predicted value and direct observation. 
Suppose now that the analyst runs the entire operational test procedure as 
above, bur also desires 10 use the available DT failure data in an effon to improve his 
estimate for the OT failure rate. Assuming the analyst has the data from the 10 other 
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pn:vious systems with which to derive the prediction, }., (11) = K}' ~ (11), he can then 
calculate a weighted average of the two estimates. 
An estimator for the mean of a linear combination of two random variables, 
X and Y, with common mean m and different variances, O"~ and cr ~ can be constructed as 
follows: 
Let m==aX+bY, O~a,b~ I, a+ b== 1. 
Then E[m ] =am+bm=m(a+b) = m(1)=m, 
t ea) = E[(m- m)2] = E[(aX + (l -a)Y - m)2] 
= E[(a(X - m) + (I - a)(Y - m))2] 
== E[a2(X_m)2 + 2a(1-a)(X-m)(Y-m) + (l-a)2(Y_m)21 
= a2Var[X] + (l - a)2Var[y]. 
Differentiating with respect to a and setting equal tu zero gives 
a~~a) = 2aVar[XJ 2(1 - a)Var[Y]=O 
which yields 
a[VarlXl + Var[y]] == Varl Y] 
Var[Y j ~ 
Var[Xj+Var[YJ ;:;~+ X~ · 
Similarly 
b= VarlX] ~ 
Var[X] + Var[Y j ;:;~ + 10;. · 
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Substitution then yields 
(3.19) 
111erefore an estimator for the OT faiLure rate, "-Q(i), can be constructed as follows: 
kid(il ~~(il 
-.-.-.-+--.-
~o(i) = Varr~dCi)] Var[?:Cil] (3.20) 
-,-.-.-+- -.-
Var[KA~(i)] Var[,,-:(il] 
where Ili. ~ (i) represents the predicted value of the OT failtrre rate and ~: (i) denotes the 
empirical or failure rate observed during operational testing. 
For example, the values obtained previously for Kid (Ill, the pmiil.1ed 
va1m:, and i;(11), the observed value, were 0.00129 and 0.0012 respectively. It was 
shown earlier that the estimated variance for the predicted value was YarLkid (1ll] == 32 
x 10-8, and the variance of the observed value was VarLi:(ll)J := 24 x 10-8. Inserting 
these numbers in equation (3.20) gives 
~ 12.9x1O-4 + 12x lO-4 
i (11) 32 X lQ_i 24xlO-i 12.39 X 10-4. 
" -'-+-'-32xlO-i 24xlo-~ 
The variance associated with this estimate can be constructed as follows: 
Let Var[ffi]::= Var[aX + bY}:= a2Var[XJ + b2Var[y] . 
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Substitution yields 
o~ (/0,)'0: +(/0,)' 0; , 
(/0, + /o,t /0, + ,Yo, (3.21) 
·Iben:fore, the estimated variam;e of ~o(I 1) is cumputed as follows: 
Varf~o(Il)]= 1 1 
-. - .. - -+--.--
Var[KA~ (11)] Varf/"; (11)1 
_,_+_,_ 117xlO-i. 
32xlW' 24 x lO--
And the standard error of fo(ll) is .l13.7xlO-i "" 3.7 x 10-4. Table 8 summarizes the 
result~ of these calculations. 
TABLE 8 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF 
PREDIC'TED VALUE AND DIRECT OBSERVATION OF OT FAll..URE RATE 
Actual Failure Rate AQ(I I) 0.0012 
Estimated Failure Rate ~,(11) 0.00124 
Varianccf~ (II)] 13.7 x 10-8 
Standard Error[~ (11)] 3.7x\04 
i. (11) ± 1 Standard Error (0.0009,0.0016 ) 
~o (11) + 2 Standard Errors (0.0005,0.0020 ) 
3. Comparison of the three methods for estimating the OT failure rate. 
Table 9 summarizes the results obtained for each of the three methods of deriving 
the OT failure rate for one replication of the simulation. They arc arguably quite similar. 
So to answer the question of which method is best, further analysis is required. 
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TABLE 9 
COMPARISON OF TIlE THREE METHODS FOR OBTAINING 
THE OTFALLURE RATE 
Statistic Prediction Method Direct Observation Weighted Average 
Method Method 
Actual Value 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 
Estimated Value 0.00129 0.0012 0.00124 
Variance 32 x 10.8 24 x 1O-l'i 13.7 x lO-S 
Standard Error 5.66 x 10 4 4.9x10 4 3.7 x 10-4 
Estimate + 1 S.E. ( 0.0007, 0.0(119 ) (OJ)()07, 0.0017) (0.0009,0.0016 ) 
Estimate + 2 S.E.s (0 .0002,0.0024 ) ( 0.0002, 0.0022 ) (0.0005,0.0020 ) 
Since the results of the three methods discussed previously were so similar, a 
look at the asymptotic behavior of the three methods is in order. To facilitate this 
analysis. four new "similar" systems were created, systems II, 12, 13 and 14, each with 
failure rates and test times of similar construction to the previous 10 system~, i.e., 
Ao (i) = KAd (i), where K is equal to 4.0 and At is also equal to 4.0. Each system also had 
its own random seeds for both DT and OT failures. Table 10 summarizes the four new 
systems. 
TABLE 10 
WfTIAL DATA ON FOUR NEW "SIMILAR" SYSTEMS INWHlCH 
ACJ'UAI K -4 a AND ACfUAL POISSON FAILURE RATES At - 4 0 
-
System ActualDT DTtest DT AcrualOT OTtest OT 
"=i>tt failure tim< random failure tim, random 
rate (hours) =<I rate jhO",,) =<I 
11 0.0003 13.333.33 12 0.0012 3,333.33 112 
12 0.0005 8.000 22 0.002 2.000 122 
13 0.0007 5.714.29 32 0.0028 1,428.57 132 
14 0.0009 4,444.44 42 0.0036 1,111.11 142 
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011e thousand repetitions of a simulated OT and DT wert: run on each of the four 
new systems, and then the exact same analysis as that done previously in section IIl.C.2 
was perf ormed for each replication. Gland estimates appear in Tables 11 through 14 in 
the column entit led "Average value (n == 10(0)" and were produced hy averaging the 
estimates of the follov.ing from all 1000 simulated observations, or sub-estimates: 
I . Thl;.': estimated OT failure mle derived from prediction, direct observation and 
weighted avt:rage: 
2. The estimated variance of the estimated OT failure rate derived from prediction, 
direct observation and weighted average; and 
3. The estimated standard eITor of the estimatt:d OT failure rate deriverl from 
prediction. direct observation and weighted average. 
Then. in order to get an idea of the sample disnibution of each of the above 
super-estimates, the sample variance, sample standard deviation and coefficient of 
variation8 were computed for the lOOO sub-estimates for each system. Finally, the 
estimated mean-squared error, which is the sum of the square of the average of the biases 
Wilh the average of the variances over all replications, i.e., 
MSE = (Average of the biases)' +(Average of the variances), 
" .... as ca lcu lated for each prediction me thod and placed in the last colwnn of each 
tabl e. Figure 3 d escribes the situation 
Sn,e ~"elri(ienl of vana tion is simply the sample standmd (kviation divided by the sampl~ average. and 
se rves as a measun: of the spread of the sample 
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figure 3 - Methodology for comparing different ways of estimating OT failure rate. 
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a. New System 11. 
The statistics on new System 11 are summarized in Table II and a graphi(;al 
summary is shown in Figure 4. Recall that actual Ao (II) = 0.0012. 
TABLE 11 
NEW SYSTEM 11- E~lIMATED OT FAILURE RATES AND OTHER 
RELEVANT STATISTICS (ACTUAL A. (11) = 0.0012) 
Sub- Average Sample SampleStd Coeffof MOID 
es timates value Variance Deviation Variation Squared 
(n= 1000 (n=looo n=l000 Error 
Prediction i.,(ll) 0.0012 4.62xlO- O.cXlO68 57% 
V[i..,(ll)] 4.46xIO- I. l1xlO-u 3.43xlO 77% 4.46xlO-1 
ISEI •• (l1)1 OJXlO62 5.54xlO- O.OOO2A 39% 
}.;Oi) 0.0012 3.13x lO- O.OQ()(iI 51% 
Observation vri..;(1I)l 3.6><:10- 3.36xlO- 1.83xlO- '1% 3.6XIO-7 
SEr).;(I 1)1 0.00058 2.81xlO- 0.00017 29% 
Weighleo 
•• 111) 0.0010 2.23xlO- 0 .00041 47% 
Average vlf.ol) ] 1.67xlO- 6.96xlO-l~ 8.34xlO-lS 50% 2.07xlO-7 
SEll. III)} 0.00039 1.4xW- 0.00012 31% 
Nt .... Sy.~m11 
Welght.dAvenoge 
Figure 4 - Graphical summar y of System 11 estimates_ 
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b. New System 12. 
The statistics on new System 12 are summarized in Table 12 and a graphical 
summary is shown in Figure 5. Recall that actual ;&'0(12) = 0.002. 
TABLE 12 
N~W SYSTEM 12 - ESTIMATED aT FAILURE RATES AND OTHER 
RELEVAl\TT STATISTICS (ACfUALA, (12) = 0.(02) 
Sub· Aver<l.J<e Sample SumpJeStd Coeffof M~ 
estimates value Variance Deviation Variation Squared 
n=:IOOO n=l000 n= lOOO &roc 
Prediction ~ . (l2) O'{Xl20 1.I7xlO- 0.0011 55% 
V6.,(12l] l.2]xlO-o 7.5IxlO-u 8.66xlO- 70% 1.23xlO-6 
SE[io(llll 0.0010 1.46xlO- 0.00038 38% 
Direct ~:(12) 0.0020 9.5Ix10- 0.00098 49% 
Observation Vr~:(12)l 9.99xlO- 1.38xlO-u 4.88xlO- 49% 9.99xlO-7 
sEr;i.;(ll)l 0.00096 7.42><10- 0.00027 28% 
Weighted ~ . (12) 0.0017 5.9I xlO· 0.00077 45% 
Average Vrt.(12)l 4.59xlO- 5.j]xlO- 2.26>:10- 49% 5.49xlO-7 
SE[).,(l2)l lHX)065 3.71xlO- OJlOOI9 29% 
N_Syst.m12 
aM.,,, El tim. t.d F.ilu,. Rat • • MAn Estimat.d Sid Err", 
Figure 5 • Graphical summary of System 12 estimates. 
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c. New System 13. 
The statistics on new System 13 arc summarized i.n Tahle 13 and a graphical 
summary is shown in Figure 6. Rel:all that actual "'0 (13) = 0.0028. 
TABLE 13 
NEW SYSTE~ 13 - ESTIMATED OT FAILURE RATES AND OTHER 
RELEV A.I\,TT STATISTICS (ACTUAL A. (13) == 0.0028) 
Sub- Average Sample SampkStd Coeffof M= 
value Variance Deviation Variation Squared 
(u:= I OOO) n- IOOO n-IOOO Errm 
Prediction ~J13) 0.0028 2.33)(10- 0.0015 54% 
VC (13)] 2.4 1)(10 3.l4)(IO- LL 1.77)(10-0 13% 2.41)(10-6 
SEC 13]l 0.00 15 2.%)(10- 0.00054 36% 
Direc t ;(13] 0.0028 2.00)(1O-() 0.0014 50% 
Ob~en .. ation VI[;(I3)] 1.96xIO- 9.82.><IO- JJ 9.91)(10- 51 % 1.96x1 0-o 
SEI),;(13]] O.OOB 1.52xlO- 0.00039 30% 
Weighted L (3) 0.0024 l.24xlO-o 0.0011 46% 
Average Vri.(l31] 9.(4)( 1O- 2. lI xlO-U 4.59xlO- 51% 1.06)(10-6 
SE[i (U)J 0.0009 1 1.19)(10- 0.00028 31% 
Figure 6 _ Graphical summary of System 13 estimatcs. 
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d. lliewSystem 14. 
The statistics on new System 14 arc summarized in Table 14 and a graphical 
summary is shown in Figure 7. Recall that actual 1 , (14) '" 0.0036. 
TABLE 14 
NEW SYSTEM 14 - ESTIMATED OT FAILURE RATES AND OTHER 
RELEVANT ST ATlSTICS (ACTIJAL A, (14) - 0.0036) 
Avcrd,lle Sample Sample Std Cocffof M'M 
t'Stimates value Variance Deviatiun Variation Squared 
n=I000 n=IOOO n- l000 Errm 
Prediction ; ,,,, (1.0036 4.07xlO· 0.0020 56% 
Vfj,. (14)) 3.93xHrb 8.90xlO·12 2.98xlO·b 76% 3.93xl0·6 
SE[i (14)} 0.0018 5.18xlO· 0.00072 40% 
Direct i;(14) 0.0036 3.ZOxIO 0.0018 50% 
Observation V[i: (4)J 3.21 xlO-tl 2.59xlO· 12 1.61xlO-6 50% 3.21xlO·6 
SE[).; (I4)J 0.0017 2.45xlO- O.OOOSO 29% 
Weighted i (14) 0.0031 2.0SxlO..Q 0.0014 45% 
Averagt: vr~. (14)J 1.47xI0· 5.76xlO- lJ 7.59x\0- 52% l.72xl0-6 
SE r~ (14)] 0.0012 1.31xlO· 0.00036 30% 
NawSYSlem14 
aM .. n £Slim.ad Filii",. R~ .M.an Esllm.led Sid Error 
Figure 7 • Graphical summary of System 14 estimates. 
n. RESULTS OF THE GAVER-JACOBS MODEL ANALYSIS 
Simulation results indicate that the predicted value method and the observed value 
method are unbiased and provide good estimates of the OT failure rate. The weighted 
average method, although it gives a more precise estimate because of its smaller mean 
squared error, is biased in that it tends to underestimate the aemal failure rate. 'Inc 
observed value method gives slightly better precision than the predicted value methud, 
since the mean squared error obtained with the observed value method tends to be slightly 
less than that associated with the predicted value method. Notice, however, that except 
for the very small price paid in tenns of precision, the estimate obtainerl using the Gaver-
Jacobs pw;:licted value method seems to estimate the OT failure rate nearly as well as 
direct observation of the OT failure rate. This is significant since the Gaver-Jat:obs 
estimate can be used prior to the start of operational testing (provided the constant-K 
model is nearly COITe<:t). 
The bottom line is that if the relationship between the DT failure rate and the aT 
failure rate proposed earlier does in fact exist, then the Gaver-Jacobs method of estimating 
the OT failure rate of a new system, ~o (i) = ki~(i), given that system's DT failure rate as 
well as DT and aT data on previous similar system~, seems 10 provide a reasonable 
estimale of the aT failure rate of the new system which perfonns nearly as well as dire<:t 
observation of the OT failure rate Ihrough operational testing. Moreover, the Gaver-
Jacobs estimate of the aT failure rate can be computed prior to the start of operational 
testing 
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E. A HIERARCHICAL BAYES MODEL FOR ESTIMATION OF K 
It is idealistic, in the previous model, 10 assume that all systems have exactly the same 
value for K.9 Rather, assume that each system i has its own K value, Ki, and that it is 
selected independently from a prior distribution. The gamma distribution, for example, 
turns out to be !,;onjugate, so integrals can be explicitly computed. Its density function is: 
(3.22) 
From equations (3.5) and (3.6) it can be seen that the likelihood of Ki, up to irrelevant 
To obtain the marginal posterior density of Kj, equation (3.22) is re-written, up to 
ine/evant conSlants. as follows: 
If the parameters p, 0 and Ad (i) were known, and the dala available, i.e., n,,(i) and 
t,.(i). then one could compute the conditional expected value of Kj and use this as a point 
estimate. However there are other, more interesting ways to usc the posterior. First, it is 
9The following explanation for the hierarchical Bayes model wa~ developed hy D. P. Gaver, Pmfc.o;sQl" of 
~rations ReseaJ(h , Naval Postgraduate Sch(X)l, in h.:mdwrinen notc.~ to the author, July 1994. 
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necessary to evaluate the various parameters p, 8 and A<1( i). To do this, the "empirical 
Bayes" method is used, meaning that the unknown Kj tenn is integrated out of equation 
(3.23) to obtain 
(3.25) 
The integral in the above expression can be reduced to 
(3.26) 
Noting that the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a ganuna distribution with 
parameters (no(i)+o) and (Ad(i)to(i)+p) has a known total area of 1.0, the following 
identity can be stated : 
(3.27) 
Rearranging equation (3.26) to take advantage of (3.27), equation (3.26) can be reduced 
(3.28) 
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lberefore, equation (3.25) can be re-written as 
It is generally easier 10 work with the natural log of the likelihood function 
e; = 1n(I:;) == -Ad (iltd (I)+(nd (i) +no(i))In(",,, (i))+ In(r(no (i) +8)) 
+ oln(p) - In( rio)) - (no (i) + 0) In(A, (ilto (i) + p) 
lbe panial derivative of equation (3.30) with respect to Ad(i) is 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
Setting equation (3.31) equal to zero and solving for id(i) gives the maximum likelihood 
estimator for Ad 0). UnfoI1unately, however, the parameters 0 and p are unknown. 
One way to get aI the parameters 8 and p is to obtain an initial estimate for Ad 0) 
using the fornlula 
(3.32) 
and then derive maximwn likelihood estimators for 0 and p. One can then use these initial 
estimates for 0 and p in equation (3.31) to obtain an adjusted value for ~d(i) for each 
system. It may be possible to continue these iterations until 8, p, and i" (i) all slabilize. 
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Then, using 8 and p, as the parameters for the gartmIa prior distribution, it is possible to 




V.u[K.j" 3,. (p) (3,34) 
Assuming data exist~ on more than one "similar" system, say 1 of them, then the log-
likelihood function becomes, up to irrelevant constants 
, ~ i/. ~ i[OIn(P)+In['(no(i)+ O)]-(no(i)+O)In(A,(i)'o(i)+P)] . (3.35) 
i . 1 i_I reS) 
The rmio of gamma functions in t:quation (3.35) l:an be simplified by expanding the 
numerator and then canceling the denominator 
r(no (i) +0) (no (i)+o-l)(no(i)+ 8 - 2), .. (n o O)+0 - no (i»)r(8) 
«0) '(0) 
=JI, nJi)=O 
l (no(i)+o-I)(nJi) +8- 2) .. (no(i)+o -no (i»), [lo(i);:: 1 . 
(3.36) 
'Iben the narurallog of equation (3.36) becomes 
(3,37) 
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Rewriting equation (3.35) gives 
which can be further simplified to 
It is now a simple matter to take the partial derivatives of equation (3.39) with respect to 
o and p Which. whl;":n set equal to zero, will enable one to salVI;": for maximum likelihood 




Finally. the preceding two equations, (3.40) and (3.42) along with (3.31) give 1 + 2 
equations with 1 + 2 unknowns which can be solved to obtain i.d (i), 8 and p. 
So far, the author has no! been able to .~olve the system of 1+2 equations and 1+2 
unknowns. Solution with I '" 10 similar systems was attempted using the non-linear solver 
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included with Microsoft Ex(;e\ 4.0 with solver options set as follows: Newton search 
method , using forward derivatives, with tangential estimates. Moreover, anempts to use 
the same methodology with only two "similar" systems; i.e., four equations and four 
unknowns, have also failed. The author believes that equations (3.31), (3,40) and (3.42), 
or al kast some combination of the equations, are ill-conditioned in that they fail to 
converge at a commun point in (1+2) space. An attempt was made to fe-parameterize the 
equations, substituting the variables '-d(i), p and 8 with exponentials, however this 
attempt also failed to converge. 
'While it appear.~ the hierarchical Bayes methodology has promise, as wdl as a certain 
intuitive appeal, further research i.~ called for in order to bener condition the set of 
equations needed to use the model. Other issues to consider are whether or not the 
gamma prior is appropriate for this model and if so, how the set of equations nt:t:ded to 
use the model can be !;implified or re-parameterized so that reliable mockl parameter 
estimates can be obtainctl 
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IV. SlIMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. SUMMARY 
The purpose of this thesis is to (1) investigate the behavior of a statistical procedure 
used to detennine the kngth of time needed to test a continuously operating system when 
thc system uncler test is assumed to have an exponential time to failure distribution. but 
when in fact the system da<:s not have an exponential time to failure distribution and rather 
may have a time to failure distribution that more closely resembles a Weibull distribution; 
(2) to examine the behavior of the Gaver-Jacobs estimator for the relationship between 
DT and OT failure rates using a Monte Carlo simulation; and (3) to introduce a 
hierdfchical Bayes method for estimation of the relationship between the DT and OT 
failure rates, In the first part of the thesis, the parameters of the procedure are chosen 
based on the assumption of an expont:ntial time to failure distribution. The behavior of the 
procedure is then investigated under the assumption that the time between failures are 
independent having a WeibulJ distribution with the same mean time to failure. The 
intention is to test whether or not use of the Weibull distribution will result in fewer test 
hours to verify that a system under test has a mean time to failure which meets or exceeds 
~ minimum acceptable value at a given level of confidence, and also to lest whether or not 
the OTAs are misstating the confidence they repon in their operational testing results 
when the exponential distribution is used to model a system whose true failure rate 
func tion is that of a Weibull distribution. In the second part of the thesis, the Gaver· 
Jacobs estimator is examined in temlS of the consistency and variability of the OT failure 
rate derived using that estimator compared to other methods of establishing tile OT failure 
rat~. Finally, in the third part of the thesis, a hit:rarchical Bayes model is proposed for the 
ultimale purpose of being able to describe the mean and variance associated with a random 
relationship between DT and 0'1' failure rates. 
H. CONCLlISIONS 
1. On comparison of the exponential and Wei hull failure models. 
The first analysis suggests that operational testing agencies can, under certain 
circumstances, rcdm;e the amount of time needed to demonstrate that the mean time to 
failure (MTrF) of a continuously operating system is al h:ast as large as the minimum 
3(.:ceplablc value (MAY) if the system's true underlying failure distribution is Weibull with 
shape parameter ~ :> l. However, the shape parameter is seldom, if ever, known or even 
estimahle without expending valuahle test resources, so it is unlikdy that an OTA could 
actually save any time or resources with this methodology. Moreover, from the 
perspective of confidence levds, the analysis suggests that confidence in one's result is not 
sacrificed when the exponential distribution is used to mudd a sys~m which has a non-
l:onStant failure rate, since it appears that use of the exponential distribution on a truly 
Weibull system seems 10 cause the OTA to overestimate the numlx;:r of hours needed to 
lest the MA V for the MTIF to a given confidence level, and also to underestimate the 
confidence it reports in its results under the incorrect assumption of an exponential 
distribution, However, for reasons mentioned previously, these results may not be true in 
generaL Therefore, it is concluded that there is currently little to be gained by attempting 
10 model tbe time between system failures with the Weibull distribution as previously 
suggested , particularly if very few observations of time to failure are available. 
2, On using the Gal-'cr-Jacobs mcthod to combinc DT and OT failure data. 
TIle second analysis indicates that the Gaver·Ja(;obs method for estimating a 
system's 0'1' failwe rate given that system's DT failurt: rate as well as failure data on 
prt:vious similar systems product:s a reasonable estimate of the actual OT failure ratt: 
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(when the OT failure rate behaves as ex.pected). In other words, if the relationship 
between the DT and OT failure rates for a eenain system is such that it can in fact be 
estimated from previous similar systems, then the Gaver-Jacobs method gives a good 
estimate of the OT failllI't: rate given that system's DT failure rate. In fact. the estimate 
provided by the Gaver-Jacobs method appears to be nearly as good as direct observation 
of the OT failure rate obtained through actual testing. 'Ibus, if it can be .<ffiown that 
infcrences about the failllI't: rate of a system can in fact be made on the basis of previous 
similar system,>. then the Gaver-Jacobs method of predicting a new system's OT failure 
rale from previous DT failure data has some potential utility. In particular, this OT failure 
rale prediction could be used in ways which would aid decisions as to when to begin OT 
as well as to augment follow-on OT in an effort to reduce needed testing resources. 
3. On the hierarchical Bayes Mudel for estimating K. 
The third analysis is incomplete. It was hoped that the hierarchical Bayes method 
given would provide a means by which to estimate K, the relationship between the DT and 
OT failure rates, when K is asswned to be a random variable with some prior disrribution. 
Regretfully, the equations derived for the maximwn likelihood estimators for the 
parameters of the gamma prior have proved to be difficult to solve satisfactorily. The 
author was unable to find a meaningful solution to the set of 1+2 equations and 1+2 
unknowns, where 1 represents the number of "similar" systems for which previous DT and 
OT data ex.ist. If such a solution were av.tilable it could be used to predict future failure 
rates by means of a Bayesian calculation. Investigation of such a procedure is left for a 
later time. 
C. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
Concerning the notion of modeling the failure disrribution of a continuous system 
using the Weibull disrribution, OTAs could dearly benefit from being able to use this 
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approach when appropriate. If the time between failure~ for a system has a Weibull 
disoibuLion, then proper t:hoice of that system's Weibull shape parameter would probably 
enable the OTA to reduce the required test resources while maintaining a specified level of 
confic\ence in the result of their test. Unfortunately. there is very little data in existence 
which can assist analysts in estimating the shape parameter of a system unless it is assumed 
that shape parameter information can be "borrowed" from similar systems. Moreover, it is 
seldom worth the effort needed to submit the system to special testing jusl to detemlinc 
it's shape parameter. Finally, there is somc doubt that the n~essary relationship lx:twcen 
expected time to failure and the numbers of failures observed in a fixed time exists 
between the exponential and Weibull disttibutions. Therefore. one area for further 
research would be in devising methods by which analyst" could estimate the shape 
parameter of a system prior to testing; see the "borrowing infonnation" idea suggested 
above, Another area of further research, which would be useful in the area previously 
mentioned, would be in creating a database of system types and the associated Wcibull 
shape parameters of their inter-failure dimibution. A third area of investigation would be 
in identifying those combinations of exponential and WeibuU parameters in which a 
suitable relationship exists between the expected time to faihm: and the numbers of 
failures observed in a fixed time. 
Concerning the combining of DT and aT failure data, the ability to make inferences 
about the aT failure rate of a system prior to testing would certainly benefit the OTAs by 
enabling them to defer testing until they are reasonably sure the system will pass the test. 
Moreover. the ability to augment future aT failure data with pseudo-data obtained from 
prior DT failure data would enable the OTAs to reduce the aInount of testing resources 
needed to verify reliability thresholds. To date, the notion of inferring the relationship 
between DT failure data and aT failure data based on previolls similar systems is untested. 
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Tht:rdore. further areas of research in this field include the investigation of actual data on 
several similar systems to determine the feasibility of detecting any relationship that might 
exist between them and also to investigate the nature of the relationslrip which is found. 
finally, concerning the estimation of the K factor using a hierarchical Bayes 
methodology. further research is needed in order to develop a more stable set of equations 
for the parameters of the ganuna prior. Moreover, one could consider whether or not a 
gamma prior is appropriate for this model, or whether some other prior di.~lribution rnight 
be more appropriate 
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APPENDIX A. ALTERNATIVE METHOD OF DERIVING TIME TO TEST 
There is an alternative way to determine, fur a given Je\'el of confidence, the length of 
time, t, needed to test a continuous-type system in order to demonstrate that the true 
MlTF of the system is at leas! as large as the MA V,1O 
Let the MAV be denoted bye, the 1000: percent luwer confidence limit for '(, the true 
M'1TF. 11e usual test plan is to test for a length of time, t, and observe F. the random 
number of failures to occur in (0, t]. The planned test rime, t, is chosen so that if one 
failure is observed, the computed luwer confidence limit, 'fL' will be equal to the MAV, e. 
The lower confidence limit, 'II.' is the solution for y in the equation 
, H,t) 
1-" = pIT > 1)= rIN CI)5 F)= I-'--
,-<l i! 
where T is the time to the (F+ 1 lsI failure. 
The [cliawing relationship can be used to solve for 1 in equation (A.l) 
CA.l) 
CA.2) 
where X;. denotes a chi-square random variable with 2a degrees of freedom. Equation 
(A.1) then becomes 
IClnJ.c author is del:ply indebted to W. Max Wood.<;. Professor of Operations Research. Naval Postgraduate 
School. for his guidante in the derivation of this all=ive method. 
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which implies that 
J, 21) I-a::: ' l Xl(I'+-112:1 
21 , 
y=X"-.l(F~1I 




where X~.2IF+j ) is the nth percentile of the chi-square distribution with 2(F+ 1) degrees of 






If F '" 1 and (X '" 0.8, then X~.I.4 ::: 5.999 and thus, from equation (A.6), t ::: 39, as 
sho'WTl earlier in section IlA. Note that equation (A.6) holds for all positive values of €I 
and F, making this a very simple way to solve for t given any values ore and F. 
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APPENDIX B. CODE FOR RANDOM POISSON ARRIVAL GENERATOR 
In this appendix, the Poisson failure gl:nerator discussed in Chapter ill is given. The 
program was used to simulate thl: numbt:r of failures during a given phase of testing for a 
given exponential failure rate and a given test duration. The program was written in 
Pascal <lml executed using Turbo Pascal 6.0 (Borland, 1990), a commercial Pascal 
package. 
Program Generate_Failures; 
uses TOOLBOX, CRT; 
i Au thor: Timothy P. Anderson, Naval Postgraduate School 
Date: 27 March 1994 
Purpose: To generate numbers of failures that occur during a pre specified 
time, TIME, when the underlying failure distribution is 
exponential with rate LAMBDA This program is \VTitten in partial 
support of a thesis by the author. 
va< 
Lambda, Time, X, CumTime, Rand. real; 
I, N, Count: integer; 
View: boolean; 




writeln ('Welco me to Program Generate_Failures. Follow instructions .'); 
write In; writeln; 
write CSpecify the random seed:> '); readln (rand~eed); writcln; 
write ('Specify the exponential failure rate, Lambda:> '); 
Lambda:== TOOLBOX.Get_Real; writeln; 
write CSpecify the testing time allowed:> '); 
Time:=- TOOLBOX.GecReal; writeln; 
write ('Specify number of i terations to rWl: > '); 
Count:=- TOOLBOX.Get_Integer; v.rriteln; 
v.rriteln ('You may view output on screen or send it to a text file.'); 
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write ('Do you want to view it on the screen? (Y IN):> '); 
View := TOOLBOX.Get_Answer; writeln; writeln; writeln; 
if View", Fa15e then begin 
write (,Specify the output file (including path):> '); 
read (OutFile); rcadIn; 
SYSTEM. Assign (Output, OutFile); 
rewrite (Output); 
end; {if} 
for I := 1 to COlUlt do begin 
X:= 0; 
N :=0; 
Cum Time := 0; 
repeat 
Rand := Random; 
X:= -(I/Lambda)"In(1- Rand); 
if (X + CumTime) > Time then begin 
writeln (N); 




CumTime := CumTime + X; 
end; {if) 
lUltil CumTime > Time; 
end; {for) 
SYSTEM.Close (Output); 
SYSTEM.Assign (Output, 'can'); 
rewrite (Output); 
if View = False then begin 
writeln (,Output sent to', OutFile; .. Press any key to exit.'); 
Ch := Readkey; 
end 
else begin 
writeln ('Press any key to exit.'); 
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